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Register. Plan. Vote. Count.

https://www.vote.org/

Election Day is on Tuesday, November 3, 2020.
We may not know the results on Election Day.

Election Protection: Know your Rights as a Voter

https://www.vote.org/
https://www.vote.org/election-protection/
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theory—practice divide
What does it mean to offer 
“practitioner-based suggestions”?

What does it mean to find “educators 
willing to collaborate and conspire”?

Who is actually engaging in social 
justice mathematics as opposed to 
either mathematics with social justice 
as an add-on, or mathematics without 
social justice at all?

(To some extent) I do not know.
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Theorem 1.
The current model of education in the United States of 
America is not sustainable.

Corollary 2.
The current model of education in the United States of 
America will change.

Open Problem 3.
Who will be part of the change and in what roles?
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The mark at the bottom of these slides indicates my 
present employer.

I speak strictly on behalf of myself.

“presentation on #DisruptMaths”

https://tinyurl.com/tmcnyc19disrupt
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“is anyone teaching math through a social justice lens?”

• Originally tweeted by an education reporter:
October 5

• Amplified by a Harassment Influencer:
October 12

Notice? Feel? Wonder? Act?
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ten current/recent classroom educators on twitter
@_b_p
@DingleTeach
@ESMathTeacher
@HKhodai
@Idil_A_
@jennalaib
@melvinmperalta
@mpershan
@samjshah2
@xyu119

(How do we cite and not incite?)

one webinar:
TODOS, Rights of the Learner
from @OlgaGTorres1

one group:
@GlobalMathDept

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_UndpNUCAqw&feature=youtu.be&t=581
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● Students will learn about elliptic-curve cryptography and ransomware in order to target 
the financial holdings of U.S. Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE) agents.

● Why not cover this? Aren’t you trying to #AbolishICE?

● This is extremely illegal and I do not support teaching this in our classrooms.

or

● Students will apply concept from mathematical physics to investigate optimal methods 
for toppling and destroying statues of confederate figures.

● Why not cover this? What happened to tearing down racist symbols?

● This is extremely illegal and I do not support teaching this in our classrooms.

this is not what I mean by justice in (school) mathematics
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● Who takes statistics courses in a typical K-12 mathematics education trajectory?

● What is the average (median? mode?) number of statistics courses taken in 13 years?

One step further.
Consider a course on statistics whose goal is to research real-world statistical phenomena.

Suppose you have students investigate wait time outside of MEN and WOMEN restrooms.

What will students learn?

What will students do?
Notice Feel Wonder Act

What will teachers learn?

What will teachers do?

a thought experiment (i) Social Justice in Statistics
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● Who takes statistics courses in a typical K-12 
mathematics education trajectory?

● Very few students.

● What is the average (median? mode?) number of
statistics courses taken in 13 years?

● Zero.

One step further?

Where is the justice?

Where is the action?

What are students learning?

What are teachers doing?

a thought experiment (ii) Social Justice in Statistics

https://nces.ed.gov/programs/coe/indicator_sod.asp
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● Who are You? identity/math identity

● What do mathematicians do? play/productive struggle

● Where is math from? many cultures/places over time

● What is labeled as 'math'? social conventions/-isms

more information at:
Algebra 2: Public Unit Design Framework [Dickman]

building towards justice in (school) mathematics

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1Mldcf56b21KZ4Odug9V4CELrpjXbKGcatcP--mq_8L0/edit
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● Who are You? identity/math identity
○ Students will reflect on how naming works in the context of mathematics and, in 

particular, on their own names.
○ Absolute Value Functions

● What do mathematicians do? play/productive struggle
○ Students will reflect on the behaviors of mathematicians and, in particular, center 

mathematical play and productive struggle rather than calculating and memorizing.
○ Quadratic Functions

● Where is math from? many cultures/places over time
○ Students will see that mathematics emerges over time and from all corners of the 

world, yet these histories are often ignored in the context of school mathematics.
○ Quadratic Formula

● What is labeled as 'math'? social conventions/-isms

Excerpts from
Algebra 2: Public Unit Design Framework [Dickman]

building towards justice in (school) algebra

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1Mldcf56b21KZ4Odug9V4CELrpjXbKGcatcP--mq_8L0/edit
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for those who scaremonger around a loss of ‘rigor’
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what does this course actually look like for students?
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Theorem 1.
The current model of education in the United States of 
America is not sustainable.

Corollary 2.
The current model of education in the United States of 
America will change.

Open Problem 3.
Who will be part of the change and in what roles?
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● Who are You? identity/math identity

● What do mathematicians do? play/productive struggle

● Where is math from? many cultures/places over time

● What is labeled as 'math'? social conventions/-isms

developing ideas about justice in (school) mathematics

What could this look like in your (school) math work?

How can we collaborate and build towards justice?

(To some extent) I do not know.



Questions? Comments? Ideas? Other?
Reminder: Register. Plan. Vote. Count.

Benjamin Dickman [@benjamindickman]
 Mathematics Teacher  |  Elmhurst University STEM Teaching Conference

thank you all

https://www.twitter.com/benjamindickman/

